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Detectors General  Requirements Detectors General  Requirements 
[ [ Particle Identification ]Particle Identification ]

Hadrons Hadrons 
proton, neutron, d, t, 3He, proton, neutron, d, t, 3He, ……
pionpion, , kaonkaon, , ……

PhotonPhoton
GammaGamma--ray (ray (γγ) ) 

LeptonLepton
Electron (Electron (ββ), ), MuonMuon ((μμ), ), Tau(Tau(ττ))
Neutrino (Neutrino (νν))

We want to detect the particle positively.  
- what kind of particles?! 
- momentum, direction, time, etc.. 



Detectors RequirementsDetectors Requirements

Energy measurement
Energy loss (dE)
Total energy (E)
Pulse shape 

Position measurement
(X, Y, Z ) Tracking
Bρ Momentum (p)

Timing measurement 
Timing (velocity β) 
High counting rate (dN/dt)

Count measurement
Sensitivity to particle (ε)
Insensitive to background 
(S/N)
Radiation hardness

There are many types of detectors.
- Scintillation detector (Suda-san)
- Gas detector
- Semiconductor detector 

Is there a perfect detector ?!
What is the advantage of 

semiconductor detector? 



Why Semiconductor?Why Semiconductor?

Detector Detector 
Ionization Ionization 

energyenergy
I (I (eVeV))

Energy Energy 
resolutionresolution
@ 5MeV @ 5MeV 

2.35/2.35/√√(5x10(5x1066/I)/I)

ScintillationScintillation 100 ~ 500100 ~ 500 1.1 ~ 2.4 %1.1 ~ 2.4 %

GasGas 3030 0.6 %0.6 %

SemiconductorSemiconductor 33 0.2%0.2%

Low ionization energy Low ionization energy 
good signalgood signal

Long mean free pathLong mean free path
good charge collection good charge collection 
efficiencyefficiency

High mobilityHigh mobility
fast charge collectionfast charge collection

Si ... Lower Z = 14Si ... Lower Z = 14
low multiple scatteringlow multiple scattering
Little coolingLittle cooling

GeGe .. Higher Z = 32.. Higher Z = 32
higher stopping powerhigher stopping power
Cooling is required.Cooling is required.

Characteristics



Energy required for creation of Energy required for creation of 
an electronan electron--hole pairhole pair

C.A.Klein, J. Applied Physics 38 (1968) 2029.

Sand

Silicon: 
The basic ingredients 
are ridiculously cheap

~ 3.6 eV
~ 2.98 eV



Basic PrinciplesBasic Principles



Basic Principles Basic Principles 
[ [ To dope the silicon with impurities ]To dope the silicon with impurities ]

Phosphorus doping ( n-type )
electrons are majority carriers

Boron doping ( p-type )
holes are majority carriers

Knoll



Basic Principles Basic Principles 

Now we can construct a Now we can construct a pp--nn junctionjunction

P. Collins (CERN)

Valence band

Conduction band

Acceptor levels

Donor levels



Basic PrinciplesBasic Principles

When brought together to form a 
junct ion,  the majority diffuse  
carriers across the junction. The 
migration leaves a region of net 
charge of opposite sign on each 
side, called the space-charge region 
or depletion region. The electric 
field set up in the region prevents 
fur ther  migrat ion of  carr iers. 

Now for the magic part ! 

P. Collins (CERN)



Basic PrinciplesBasic Principles 
[Semiconductor structure][Semiconductor structure]

Use ionization signal left Use ionization signal left 
behind by charged particle behind by charged particle 
passage.passage.

Ionization produces Ionization produces 
electron(e)electron(e)--ion(hion(h) pairs, use ) pairs, use 
electric field to drift the e and electric field to drift the e and 
h to the oppositely charged h to the oppositely charged 
electrodes. electrodes. 

Si needs 3.6eV to produce Si needs 3.6eV to produce 
one one ee--hh pair.pair.
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Depletion zoneDepletion zone
Depletion zoneDepletion zone

The voltage needed to completely deplete a The voltage needed to completely deplete a 
device of thickness d is called the depletion device of thickness d is called the depletion 
voltage, voltage, VVdd

+

–
Depletion zone

undepleted zone
Vb

w
dw =    2ερμVb 

where ρ
 

= 1/qμN for doped materiel and 
N is the doping concentration
(q is always the charge of the electron)

Vd = d2 / (2ερμ)



Types of Silicon detectorsTypes of Silicon detectors
Strip devicesStrip devices

High precision High precision 
Large active areaLarge active area
SingleSingle--sided or Doublesided or Double--sidedsided

Pixel devicesPixel devices
True 2True 2--D measurementD measurement
Small areas, but high track densitySmall areas, but high track density

Pad devices Pad devices 
(Big pixels / wide strips)(Big pixels / wide strips)

PrePre--shower and calorimetersshower and calorimeters
Drift devicesDrift devices

strip

Pixel / pad

drift



Types of Types of GeGe--detectorsdetectors

Strip Ge detector



Clover DetectorClover Detector

Liquid Nitrogen for cooling

4 crystals 



Performance IPerformance I 

Energy ResolutionEnergy Resolution



Energy ResolutionEnergy Resolution

+

If Signal Variance << Baseline Variance 
Electronics (baseline) noise 

critical for resolution



Energy Resolution : Energy Resolution : 
NaI(TlNaI(Tl) ) vsvs GeGe

Semiconductor detector 
Excellent detector for energy measurement  !!



Energy Resolution Energy Resolution 
[ Signal to Background Ratio (S/N) ][ Signal to Background Ratio (S/N) ]

Good Energy Resolution  
Higher Statistics

We can extract 
- precise peak position, 
- and find NEW Peaks!!



Particle IdentificationParticle Identification 
[ Use Difference of Stopping Power ][ Use Difference of Stopping Power ]

For very low momenta,  
we can exploit the bethe-bloch
formula for particle identification

Knowing p and β
 

gives m



Particle Identification Particle Identification 
[ [ dEdE--E Correlation]E Correlation]

Motobayashi-san’s lecture

Multi-layer detectors enable us to identify the particles!



Energy Resolution :Energy Resolution : 
[ Temperature Dependence ][ Temperature Dependence ]

Semiconductor Detectors prefer COOLING ! 



Performance IIPerformance II 

Position MeasurementPosition Measurement

Bubble chamber (CERN)



Position MeasurementPosition Measurement

Silicon Detectors
- very good position resolution. 
- works under high magnetic field. 
- high rates and triggering.



Position MeasurementPosition Measurement
σ

 
= pitch/√12



Position Sensitive Position Sensitive GeGe detectorsdetectors

Ge detector array (GRAPE) 
CNS, Univ. of Tokyo

http://heseweb.nrl.navy.mil/gamma/detector/gedet/xysbig.gif


Performance IIIPerformance III 

Timing MeasurementTiming Measurement

Silicon detector
- Electrons  ~10ns/300um
- Holes ~ 25ns/300um



Timing MeasurementTiming Measurement



ElectronicsElectronics



ElectronicsElectronics
Noise is a big issue for Silicon/Noise is a big issue for Silicon/GeGe detectors. At 22000 detectors. At 22000 
ee-- for a 300 um thick silicon sensor, the signal is for a 300 um thick silicon sensor, the signal is 
relatively small. Signal losses can easily occur relatively small. Signal losses can easily occur 
depending on electronics, stray capacitances, coupling depending on electronics, stray capacitances, coupling 
capacitor, frequency etc. capacitor, frequency etc. 

Improve energy resolutionImprove energy resolution
Allow a low detection thresholdAllow a low detection threshold



ElectronicsElectronics 
[ Signal Integration on Input Capacitance ][ Signal Integration on Input Capacitance ]

H. Spieler’s Lecture (LBNL) Energy Deposit ∝ Charge Qd
However,

☆Detector capacitance CDET may 
vary within a system or change 
with bias voltage. 

☆Variation of charge collection in 
time Tc

Make system whose gain (dVout /dQs )
is independent of detector capacitance.

Charge sensitive preamp !



Charge CollectionCharge Collection

Isolation of each strip Isolation of each strip 
using high impedance using high impedance 
bias connectionbias connection

Collect / measure charge Collect / measure charge 
on each strip on each strip 

AC couple input amplifier AC couple input amplifier 
(usually) (usually) 

Avoid large DC input currentsAvoid large DC input currents

+

–
h+e-



SignalsSignals
(a) Output of preamp(a) Output of preamp
(b) Output of shaping amp(b) Output of shaping amp
(c) Undershoot(c) Undershoot
(d) Base(d) Base--line shiftline shift

The output of preamplifier : rapidly rising step, followed by a slow exponential decay. 
Amplitude of the step = energy of the detected radiation
Exponential decay time = feedback resistor in parallel with the feedback capacitor. 



Shaping TimeShaping Time

PRL667

Dominated by 

Current noise Voltage noise 

Optimization is required 
in shaping time, ~ 1 μs



Electronics : PileElectronics : Pile--upup



Shielding and LoopsShielding and Loops

H. Spieler (LBNL)



OperationOperation 

How to use themHow to use them



OperationOperation

HV should be increased SLOWLY.. HV should be increased SLOWLY.. 
Check its maximum HV value and Polarity (+/Check its maximum HV value and Polarity (+/--))
Check the current in HV module and its signal carefully. Check the current in HV module and its signal carefully. 
If something is wrong, stop the operation  and investigate the If something is wrong, stop the operation  and investigate the 
reason. reason. 

Shock / vibration may destroy the detector.Shock / vibration may destroy the detector.
Careful handling.Careful handling.

Silicon detectorsSilicon detectors
Only the support frame can be touched. Only the support frame can be touched. 
Silicon detector hates moisture. Silicon detector hates moisture. 
Sensitive to photons (light) Sensitive to photons (light) …… Operate in dark place.Operate in dark place.

GeGe--detectordetector
Liquid nitrogen is required to cool the detector down. Liquid nitrogen is required to cool the detector down. 

DELICATE Devices



SummarySummary

Semiconductor detectors based on the simple Semiconductor detectors based on the simple 
principle of the principle of the pp--nn junction. junction. 
Si is typically used for charged particle & XSi is typically used for charged particle & X--rayray
GeGe is used for is used for γγ ray spectroscopy. ray spectroscopy. 

I wish you all  the best for enjoying 
your stay in JAPAN !!

Friday afternoon, Practical training using Ge detector (by Watanabe-san)
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Particle Identification (PID)Particle Identification (PID) 
Isomeric states as Flag of PIDIsomeric states as Flag of PID

Confirmation by γ-rays from 98Y isomeric state
238U (345 MeV/A) + Pb (1.5 mm)

Bρ = 6.99 Tm
without energy degrader 98Y121

171 204

Fully stripperd
(Z-Q = 0)

H-like(Z-Q = 1)

from Fukuda-san



Energy CalibrationEnergy Calibration
PRL667



EndEnd
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